
Learn and Play- Course Content Review

School and Grade: Learn and Play 7-9
Time of lesson: Friday, 2:30-3:15pm
Teacher: Micah Reaves

Month – Year
April – 2019

Vocabulary Structures Games and activities used
House and furniture:
House, dinning room, living 
room, bedroom, bathroom, 
kitchen, stairs, roof, 
chimney, chair, table, 
garden, window, door, 
couch, clock, picture, 
bathtub, basement, closet.
(Revision)

School things:
Pen, pencil, pencil case, 
eraser, backpack, ruler, 
markers, pencil sharpener, 
scissors, textbook.

Countries and flags:
China, America, Canada, 
Czech Republic, India, Great
Britain, Germany, Japan, 
France, Egypt, Poland, 
Russia.

Phrases:
Where do you eat 
food?...dinning room.

Where do you 
sleep?...bedroom.

How many doors are in this 
room?...1.

How many windows are in 
this room?...8.

What is long and has 
numbers on it?...ruler.

What can you use to cut 
paper?...scissors.

What things can you put in 
a pencil case?...pencil, pen, 
eraser…

What country eats 
schnitzel?...Germany

What do they eat in Great 
Britain?...fish and chips.

What country has 
pyramids?...Egypt.

Orders:
Sit down in a circle. 
Put away your pillows.
Stand up.
Pay attention. 
Hold hands.

Battleship:
I show each child in turn a 
card and if they say it 
correctly they get to shoot 
the cannon and try to sink 
the ships. The winner is the 
one who sinks the most 
ships.

Shuffling card game:
I assign each child a card 
that they must watch 
carefully. I then turn their 
cards upside down and 
shuffle them around while 
they keep track of where 
their card is. When I stop 
they must point to where 
their card is and tell me what
it is.

Bed Bugs:
I show each student two 
vocabulary cards and after 
they say them correctly they 
get to take tweezers and they
have 10 seconds to grab as 
many jumping bugs as they 
can. The winner is the one 
who has the most bugs.

Musical chairs:
There is a circle of chairs with
cards on them. I play some 
music and they must run 
around the chairs, but when 
the music stops they must sit
down on one of the chairs. 
There is always one chair less
than there are players. Those
who sat down must say what 
the card is that was on their 
chair. Then I remove a chair 
and the cycle continues until 
there is one winner.


